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Modern networks are prone to cascading failures: events where the initial destruction/compromising of a few nodes results in the successive and snowballing failure of a large portion of the network. WMD attacks are particularly likely to set off pernicious cascades, because they affect several interacting network (power, communication, human) simultaneously, and because the initially affected set of nodes itself is sizable. This proposal aims to significantly further our current limited and as-hoc understanding of cascading failures in networks. WMD attacks on modern networks are prone to creating cascading failures: events where the initial destruction/compromising of a few nodes results in the successive and snowballing failure of a large portion of the network.
Several examples of such outcomes come from infrastructure networks: the power grid is famously prone to cascade, as illustrated by mass blackouts caused by relatively small trigger events. Another example is transportation networks, where disruption in one part can lead to delays, cancellations etc. A third example is the Internet, where targeted disruption of a few key ISPs could lead to loss of connectivity to large parts of the web. Other examples of cascades come from diseases (indeed the classic models for cascades are often termed "epidemic models" for this reason).
Instead of narrowly focusing on specific settings of cascades, this proposal takes a broader view and aims to develop fundamental new mathematical understanding and algorithmic tools for learning and combating cascades. In particular, it aims to significantly further our current limited and ad-hoc understanding of cascading failures in networks, from three angles: (i) Inference of key network structure and vulnerabilities from past events. In particular, the classic approach to the study of cascades (or epidemic processes) is to start with a model for the network and the spreading statistics, and derive typical cascade patterns. This task turns that on its head, and tries to learn the most representative and predictive network and model given past cascade events.
Intervention via rapid detection of an unfolding cascade, and response in the form of quarantining. In particular, once a good predictive model of the network and spread process is at hand, this task involves pre-computing best response strategies based both on networks structure and on preliminary data from the actual spread. (iii)
Developing incentives for better design, and forensics to trace the source/trajectory in cascade aftermaths. We draw on techniques from highdimensional statistical machine learning, convex optimization, combinatorics and auction mechanism design for networks. 
What was accomplished under these goals?
1) Major Activities
Research:
This project is focused on taking a fundamental and data analytical approach to understanding cascading failures in networks, in the context of rare but large-scale disruptions like WMD attacks. Specifically, while the study of cascades has classically been "model driven" (where a fixed network graph and spread model is posited, and different cascade eventualities are investigated), this proposal aimed to focus on the inverse problem and build a "data driven" approach (where we observe past related cascade events to learn the network structure and spread model that best explains it).
Towards this end, we have several significant research thrusts:
(1) Graph clustering: This is a classic and fundamental problem: given a graph, partition nodes into groups so that the density of connectivity within groups is more than the density across groups. We made advances on two fronts: on the one hand, we characterized outer bounds - the best performance that any (even possibly unrealistic) algorithm can ever hope to achieve. This serves as a universal benchmark against which to compare the performance of every other (more computationally feasible) method. This work was awarded a best paper award at the Conference on Learning Theory (COLT), one of the most prestigious venues for machine learning. On the other hand, we also developed a way to recast graph clustering as convex optimization, enabling the use of the vast quiver of methods for continuous optimization to solve the inherently discrete clustering problem. This work has led to two conference papers (in NIPS and ICML) and one journal paper (in JMLR);; taken together these papers have over 200 citations in the two years since their publication.
(2) Classifying cascades: Once the graph is ascertained, the next step is to find the underlying cause(s) for each one. In particular, cascade events can happen, and spread significantly, due to several underlying factors. Again, we aim to take a data-driven approach and find these underlying causes from observed cascade spreads. In machine learning terms, this can be cast as a latent variable problem: each underlying cause is a particular configuration of an a-priori unknown variable, and one needs to find both the variable values and the statistical relation between these values and observed cascade patterns. The statistical complexity of the cascade context presents several challenges;; in this thrust we developed a new way to leverage (relatively very little) human input to efficiently and effectively analyze large-scale network events.
Human resource development:
This grant has allowed us to attract top-level talent to UT, and to nurture them to greater heights. The postdoc hired on this project, Joe Neeman, will join the faculty of Mathematics at UT Austin as an Assistant Professor (tenure track). Joe also had faculty offers from Yale University, Umiversity of Michigan and Cornell. This project has been instrumental in supporting the research that got him hired. Joe previously had a PhD from UC Berkeley, where he did some highly regarded work on random graph theory.
This project has also part-supported a graduate student, Praneeth Netrapalli. Praneeth recently joined a very prestigious position at Microsoft Research (MSR) as a full-time researcher;; before this he held a very coveted postdoc position at MSR as well. Again, this project enabled Praneeth to get some very widely cited results.
2) Specific Objectives
This grant aimed to develop the basic theory and algorithms for an "inverse problem" or "datadriven" study of cascades - specifically, learning about how they start, spread and can possibly be contained, not by positing a model but by learning from past cascade observations.
Towards this end, we focused on two specific objectives: finding clusters of co-dependent nodes that would be susceptible to and enable fast-spreading cascades, and finding the latent causes of cascades in large networks.
The "Research" subsection of Major Activities above gives further details on our approach and results for each objective.
3) Significant Results
The following papers were published/accepted in top venues in this year, as part of this project:
(1) "Improved graph clustering" - accepted to IEEE Transactions on Information Theory (2) "Clustering partially observed graphs via convex optimization" - accepted to Journal of Machine Learning Research (3) "Topic modeling from network spread" - accepted to SIGMETRICS 2014 (4) "Belief propagation, robust reconstruction and optimal recovery of block models" -accepted to COLT 2014 (best paper award) Taken together, the above papers have over 250 citations in the approximately two years since their publication. All the venues - COLT, SIGMETRICS, JMLR, Trans. Information Theory - are the absolute top in their respective fields (machine learning, networks, information theory).
4) Key outcomes
Human resource development:
Joe Neeman, the postdoc funded on this project, is to join UT Austin as an Assistant Professor in Mathematics. Praneeth Netrapalli, the student funded on this project, has graduated with a PhD and joined Microsoft Reserarch for a prestigious postdoc. Subsequently, he was offered - and has accepted - a full-time researcher position there. This is one of the most sought-after jobs in pure research, both in academia and industry.
Research:
The work funded through this project, although recent, has had impact in the community: "Clustering sparse graphs," a paper from the first year of this project, has already been cited 27 times;; the total citations for our graph clustering work of the last year or so is over a 100. "Learning the graph of epidemic cascades," also a paper from the first year, has been cited 25 times in its the 1.5 years since it was published. "Belief propagation, robust reconstruction and optimal recovery of block models" received the best paper award in the Conference on Learning Theory (COLT) 2014. This project has had a huge positive impact on the development of talent in the mathematics of networks. Specifically:
What opportunities for training and professional development has the project provided?
1. The postdoc hired on this project, Joe Neeman, will join the faculty of Mathematics at UT Austin as an Assistant Professor (tenure track). This project has been instrumental in supporting the research that got him hired. Joe previously had a PhD from UC Berkeley. 2. This project has also part-supported a graduate student, Praneeth Netrapalli, who has since graduated with a PhD. Immediately after his PhD, Praneeth joined Microsoft Research for a very prestigious and competitive postdoc (very few are awarded across the entire country). Praneeth has since followed this up with a permanent researcher position (again a very coveted job) in Microsoft Research. The project has resulted in the following publications in top venues:
How have the results been disseminated to communities of interest?
(1) "Improved graph clustering" - accepted to IEEE Transactions on Information Theory (2) "Clustering partially observed graphs via convex optimization" - accepted to Journal of Machine Learning Research (3) "Topic modeling from network spread" - accepted to SIGMETRICS 2014 (4) "Belief propagation, robust reconstruction and optimal recovery of block models" -accepted to COLT 2014 (best paper award) Additionally, the PI has given talks on this at high-profile invited venues in conferences (Allerton, ITA) and departmental colloquia (UCLA, MIT, Boston Univ.) Finally, UT Austin has an active industry outreach program called WNCG;; this involves both leaders (VPs etc) and technical staff from industry having visits to UT, and facilitating visits at their companies. Our work on cascades has found resonance in several contexts, e.g. loss of connectivity of cellphone networks under attack etc.
